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Tucker “Gets It” – Putin Doesn’t Want American Missiles on His Border

By Mike Whitney, December 29, 2022

Tucker  Carlson  is  right  about  Ukraine.  NATO  membership  for  Ukraine  was  clearly  a
provocation aimed at luring Russia into an invasion. And, it worked, too. Putin could not take
the risk of having “a hostile government next door” or “American missiles on his border,” so
he acted to preempt those threats by sending the tanks across the border on Febrary 24,
2021.

Africa in Review 2022: Regional Dynamics and Continental Security

By Abayomi Azikiwe, December 29, 2022

There of course cannot be the realization of the Africa 2063 project until an internal and
interstate relations framework between the 55 member-states which makeup the African
Union (AU) reach a level of political equilibrium.

Dangers of Pentagon’s ‘Decapitation Strike’ Against Russia

By Drago Bosnic, December 29, 2022

In recent decades, one of the political West’s favorite strategies have been the so-called
“decapitation  strikes”  against  various  countries  or  non-state  actors.  One  of  the  first
examples of  this  happened in  the 1990s in  Europe,  during the US aggression against
Yugoslavia.

Blackrock to Take Zelenskyy’s Panhandling Act to the Next Level
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By Kurt Nimmo, December 29, 2022

Blackrock  is  the  world’s  largest  asset  management  and  investment  firm.  It  invests  more
than $10 trillion in client funds, a mountain of cash that casts a shadow over the GDP of
many countries, including Germany, the fourth largest GDP in the world.

2022’s Danger Signs: From Totalitarian Paranoia to Authoritarian Madness

By John W. Whitehead and Nisha Whitehead, December 29, 2022

With every new law enacted by federal and state legislatures, every new ruling handed
down by government courts, and every new military weapon, invasive tactic and egregious
protocol  employed by government  agents,  we were reminded that  in  the eyes of  the
government and its corporate accomplices, “we the people” possess no rights except for
that which the Deep State grants on an as-needed basis.

WHO Fraud. There Never Was a Pandemic! February 20, 2020, Dr Tedros Announced an
“Expanding Worldwide Epidemic”

By Prof Michel Chossudovsky, December 29, 2022

The statement by Dr. Tedros (based on flawed concepts and statistics) set the stage for the
February financial collapse triggered by inside information, foreknowledge, derivative trade,
short-selling and a galore of hedge fund operations. COVID-19 was narrowly identified as the
catalyst of the financial crash. Who was behind this catalyst?

Russia and Africa: Who Is Courting Whom?

By Kester Kenn Klomegah, December 28, 2022

The  South  African  Institute  of  International  Affairs  has  put  into  circulation  its  latest  policy
report  on  Russia-African  relations.  In  the  introductory  chapter,  Steven  Gruzd,  Samuel
Ramani and Cayley Clifford have summarized various aspects of the developments between
between  Russia  and  Africa  over  the  past  few  years  and  finally  questioned  the  impact  of
Russia’s  policy  on  Africa.

The Five Ways That the US Successfully Reasserted Its Hegemony Over Europe in 2022

By Andrew Korybko, December 28, 2022
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The  first  three  were  the  direct  result  of  US  intelligence  agencies’  anti-Russian  information
warfare campaign and attendant political weaponization of the false perceptions that were
instilled in the minds of the European elite. The last two then built upon the preceding
progress to geostrategically re-engineer the continent via a clever divide-and-rule system
that’s upheld by the Damocles’ sword of catalyzing cascading crises across Africa that would
inevitably spill into Europe as punishment if the US’ vassals ever dare to seriously rebel.

Henry Kissinger Warns Against New World War

By Marc Vandepitte, December 28, 2022

War fever has strongly affected thinking about the conflict in Ukraine. US Former Secretary
of State Henry Kissinger warns that this could lead to another dangerous global conflict. In a
recently published notable article, he calls for rapid negotiations and urges politicians to
develop a strong vision and political courage.

It Is Time to Dissolve the Centers for Disease Control (CDC)

By Richard Gale and Dr. Gary Null, December 28, 2022

For over two decades, American families have faced an unscrupulous foe that threatens the
public  health  and  welfare.  It  is  a  rogue,  unmanageable  institution  within  our  federal
government, now seemingly beholden solely to private corporate interests.
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